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It is shown that, despite strong nonlinearity, entangle-
ment of formation of unknown two-qubit state can be mea-
sured without quantum tomography. Using collective mea-
surements on small number of copies simple protocol is pro-
vided that allows to determine quantum concurrence (and
hence entanglement of formation) via estimation of only seven
paramenters instead of fifteen. It is pointed out that another
entanglement measure based on so called negativity can also
be measured in similar way.
Pacs Numbers: 03.65.-w
Two-qubit state entanglement is well characterised. It
is the only case when the formula on entanglement of
formation Ef [1] has been provided [2] with help of so
called concurrence (see [3] for review). The simple neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for the presence of entangle-
ment in two qubit state is known [4,5] involving so called
positive partial transpose (PPT) map. However the ques-
tion is how to detect the presence of entanglement in un-
known state possibly efficiently i. e. with minimal num-
ber of estimated parameters. PPT test is represented by
unphysical operation, concurrence and entanglement of
formation are highely nonlinear functions. So far it has
apparently seemed that they require prior full tomogra-
phy in general. The same might be expected to hold for
any other entanglement measures [6,7] (for general limits
of the measures see [8]). Indeed so far direct detection
of entanglement of formation function succeded only for
pure two-qubit states and relied on very special property
of the function in this case [9].
Quite recently, following the formula of best structural
physical approximations of hermitian unphysical maps
(see [11]) it has been shown [12] how to detect violation
of PPT separability test (or any positive map separa-
bility test) experimentally without any prior knowledge
about quantum state. It has been also shown how easily
estimate with help of collective measurement some non-
linear functions of the state [11]. In this work using the
above methods we show how to detect concurrence of un-
known state by estimation of seven parameters in collec-
tive measurements of small (not more than eight) number
of copies. We also point out how to estimate computable
entanglement measure [7] based on negativity [10] in a
similar way. For unknown state this gives quadratic gain
in number of parameters if compared to quantum tomog-
raphy. The latter protocol is not restricted to qubits but
is valid for any d⊗ d0 systems.
Let us start with the general formuls for entanglement
of formation [1]: Ef (%) = minfpi,ψig
∑
i piS(TrA(j iih ij))
where function S is von Neumann entropy and minimum
is take over all ensambles fpi;  ig realising % in the sense
that % =
∑
i pij iih ij.
The two-qubit entanglement of formation [1] has been
calculated to be (see [3]):






where Shannon binary information is h(x)  −xlog2(x)−
(1−x)log2(1−x) and the important quantity called con-
currence [2]
C(%) = max[1 − 2 − 3 − 4; 0] (2)
involves four real monotonically decreasing numbers fig
which are square roots of eigenvalues of (nonhermitian)
matrix %%˜ with
%˜ = Σ%Σ; Σ = y ⊗ y (3)
where Pauli matrices act on Alice and Bob qubit respec-
tively (recall that % is two qubit state) and star stands
for complex conjugate. Obviously neither C nor Ef is
measurable in usual quantum mechanical sense i. e. in
that of a single quantity measured by action on a single
system. Indeed this is forbidden by the very fundamen-
tal laws of quantum mechanics: both functions are very
nonlinear parameter of state while only linear operations
can be performed on single copy. However one can try
to estimate them in more general way - given access to
several copies. For pure qubit states such scheme ex-
ists [9] basing however on the fact that entanglement of
pure state depends only on spectral properties of reduced
state.
We would have C and Ef determined if only we knew
four numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4. They come from rather
complicated nonlinear function of %. Suprisingly for any
unknown % they can physical detected by estimating only
seven parameters if several copies of % are available. In
that sense quantum tomography is overcomplete. as it
requires fifteen parameters. Below we shall prove how to
detect spectrum of the matrix (3) i. e. the set of numbers
fxkg experimentally. Since k = pxk this is all we need
to get to know C and Ef exactly. The simple scheme of
the protocol is the following:
%⊗ % Λ1−!1 −! hW 1i
%⊗ %⊗ %⊗ % Λ2−!2 −! hW 2i; hW˜ 2i
1
%⊗ %⊗ %⊗ %⊗ %⊗ % Λ3−!3 −! hW 3i; hW˜ 3i
%⊗ %⊗ %⊗ %⊗ %⊗ %⊗ %⊗ % Λ4−!4 −! hW 4i; hW˜ 4i
(4)
According to the above, given sample of many copies
of state % we first divide it into groups of four types:
consisting of two, four, six and eight copies of states.
Then we subject each of the groups of copies to some
specific quantum channel (i. e. completely positive tra-
cepreserving map) Λk, k = 1; 2; 3; 4. As a result we get
quantum states k. Finally we measure seven observ-
ables W1;W2; W˜2;W3; W˜3;W4; W˜4 on the corresponding
states according to scheme (4). Namely on state 1 one
measures only one mean value, while for any of three
other states (2, 3, 4) estimation of two mean values
is needed. Form the resulting mean values we can re-
construct the values
p
xk and hence k completely. The
latter uniquely determine concurrence and entanglement
of formation of the state %. The possibility of joint quan-
tum operation of two, four, six and eight copies of % is
needed, but, if compared to quantum tomography, the
number of needed observables is reduced more than twice
as much - we need only seven instead of fifteen. To our
knowledge this is first measurement scheme estimating
value of entanglement measure of mixed state without
quantum tomography.
To provide the details of the maps and the correspond-
ing observables in the above scheme we need first to recall
that it has been shown how to perform the physical ap-





IX ⊗ IY + 1
d3 + 1
IX ⊗ TY (5)
is physically implementable on any bipartite d⊗ d state
XY defined on HX ⊗ HY . Thus ΛXY corresponds to
what in literature is called quantum channel. In formula
(5) IX ; IY stand for identity matrices corresponsing to
subsystem X , Y respectively. The map I is just iden-
tity map on subsystem X while T stands for transposi-
tion on second subsystem Y . The transposition T sim-
ply “swaps” indices coresponding to the second second
subsystem. Action of the map (5) has simple mathe-
matical interpretation: with probability p = d
3
d3+1 it re-
places any state % with maximally mixed bipartite state
IX⊗IY
d2 while with probability 1 − p = 1d3+1 it simply
performes partial transposition which is jsut the trans-
formation XY ! (XY )TY  [I ⊗ T ](XY ). The map
(5) is called structural approximation of unphysical PPT
map I⊗ T (see [11,12]).
The experimental determination of eigenvalues of %%˜
fxk = 2kg will be given in two steps.
Step I. Preparing states “proportional” to (%⊗ %˜)⊗k.
Suppose that we have source emitting copies of un-
known 2⊗2 state %many times. Let us divide each twenty
copies into the following four (labelled by k): (% ⊗ %)⊗k
with k = 1; 2; 3; 4 which contain two, four, six and eight
copies respectively.
Now each of groups is divided into X and Y part such
that odd (even) %-s belong to X (Y ). Then the map (5)
is applied with d equal to dk = 4k where k is the number
of the group. After that he unitary transformation Σ is





IX ⊗ IY + 1
d3k + 1
(%⊗ %˜)k; dk = 4k (6)
with k = 1; 2; 3; 4. The above four states can be viewed
as “proportional” to matices (%⊗ %˜)⊗k in the sense that
they have differ from the latter only by shrinking factor
at the “Bloch” vector.
Step II. Experimental detection of of Tr[(%%˜)k] .-
It has been shown [11] that the spectrum of unknown
state % defined on Cm can be estimated from the values
Tr(V (n)%) (7)
which require 2m − 3 collective measurements for the
state defined on Cm. Here V (n) (n  2) are “shift” oper-
ators defined on (Cm)⊗n by the relationship:
V (n)e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ :::⊗ en = en ⊗ e1 ⊗ :::⊗ en−1 (8)
for any basis vectors el. The operators (8) have the prop-
erty
Tr(V (n)A1 ⊗ :::⊗ An) = Tr(A1A2:::An) (9)
Since they are not hermitian for n > 2 one has to mea-
sure their hermitian V (n)h and antihermitian V
(n)
a parts
separately and then apply the identity
V (n) = V (n)h + iV
(n)
a (10)
to reproduce (7). Here we shall apply quite similar idea.
The operators W (k) = (d3k + 1)V
(2k) − d3kI with I being
idenity matrix and V -s defined by (8) satisfy
Tr[(%%˜)k] = Tr(W (k)k); k = 1; 2; 3; 4 (11)
Thus we can get all values (11) measuring mean val-
ues of seven observables: V (2) (which is hermitian) and
both hermitian and antyhermiatian parts of three oper-
ators V (4), V (6), V (8) Those seven mean values are sym-
bolically written in scheme (4). Finally the eigenvalues
xk (and hence k we need) of (%%˜)k can be calculated
uniquely form (11) which can be shown in analogous way
to that of Ref. [11] for the spectrum. Thus we have the
Proposition .- The concurrence C(%) can be determined
by experimental estimation of seven parameters in col-
lective generalized measurements procedure according to
steps I, II above.
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Note that we can also measure values (11) using meth-
ods of detection of “meanvalues” (7) from ( [12], c.f. [13]
for two copy case) which provides to getting (11) in dif-
ferent way.
Modified protocol .- It has been shown [15] that if 2⊗2
state % is entangled then the smallest eigenvalue of the
marix Σ%TAΣ%TB is proportional to C(%)
2
4 . Thus there is
another way to detect C provided that we know about the
presence of entanglement.
Step I’.- One should use the map (5) (with transposed
subsystems suitably permutated) to produce the states
γi with Bloch vector “proportional” to (Σ%TAΣ⊗%TB )⊗i
(in similar way to states k form Step I).
Step II’ .- Then one should estimate eigenvalues of γ in
the same way as in Step II. Finally it remains to multiply
the minimal eigenvalue by 4 to get C(%). This method
requires, however, the prior knowledge that entanglement
exists. So we expect that the following
Concatenated protocol .- This protocol will consist of
two stages - the second quantitative one with much higher
precision then the first quantitative one. First one per-
forms the check of PPT test according to Ref. [12] in a
rough way. If the minimal value of partially transposed
% turns out to be negative. This do not require high
precision of estimation of the value - only its negative
character need to be confirmed up to some error bar.
This qualitative stage of the procedure is exponentially
efficient in number of copies so the detection of possible
entanglement is also efficient. Only if it takes place it
comes to the second quantitative stage: either of above
protocols consisting of Steps I, II or Steps I’, II’ is car-
ried out with high precision giving the values of C(%) and
Ef (%) extimated carefully enough.
Multilevel systems and computable measure .- For gen-
eral d⊗d0 systems (they can be called multilevel systems)
there is no analytical formula for entanglement of forma-
tion. Indeed so far we have only one entanglement non-
trivial measure that can be calculated analytically. This
is the measure of the form [7]
E(%) = log2jj%TB jj (12)
where %TB = [I ⊗ T ](%) and jj  jj stands for trace norm
which for hermitian operators means sum of modulus of






where f0ig are eigenvalues of partially transposed % sym-
bolised by %TB . The formula (13) is crucial for subsequent
analysis. To see this take any bipartite d⊗ d state % and
apply the map (5) to it. Then we get new quantum state
%1 = ΘXY (%) with eigenvalues fig. Each of the latter
has “memorised” one eigenvalue f0ig of %TB . Indeed it is









But fig an be measured experimentally with effort of
measuring 2d2−3 observables [11] (see paragraphs above)
or even with scheme using interferometric estimation of
d2 parameters [12]. Both are less than d4−1 required for
quantum tomography. From results of the measurements
one can calculate 0i = (d
3 + 1)i − d and substitute it
to the formula (12) which concludes estimation of the
corresponding measure. The whole scenario immediately
generalises for any d ⊗ d0 system with d 6= d0. Only the
paremeters in (5) will change a little and this can be
easily calculated with help of structural approximation
formula of Ref. [11].
In conclusion we have provided the first protocol that
measures mixed states entanglement of formation with-
out quantum tomography. The essence of the presented
method involves application of recently introduced phys-
ical approximation of unphysical map I ⊗ T . It also
involves the measurement of nonlinear function of the
state provided that during measurement one has access
to several copies of the state. Provided that joint ac-
cess to two, four, six and eight number copies is possible
during the measurement the presented method allows to
detect two-qubit entanglement of formation via estima-
tion only seven parameters instead of fifteen requred so
far quantum tomography. We have also shown how to
estimate experimentally computable measure of entan-
glement based on partial transpose operation. Instead
of estimation of d4 − 1 parameters requred in quantum
tomography the present method requires only O(d2) to
measure.
The interesting open questions would be to find possi-
ble scheme providing parameters of the best separable
approximation of quantum states (for instance entan-
gled part of associated decomposition, see [16]) along the
above lines. Possible preliminary step would be to find
eigenvector corresponding to the least negative eigen-
value of partially transposed density matrix %TY . To get
the eigenvector without quantum tomography would be
particularily interesting because of its crucial role in the
only universal protocol of two qubit entanglement distil-
lation known to date [17]. In the above context quite
general question that occurs naturally: wheter it is pos-
sible to estimate without tomography eigenvector corre-
sponding to extremal (minimal or maximal) eigenvalue
of given density matrix. The most naive method rely-
ing on “taking power” of the state is rulled out by quite
fundamental restrictions to nonlinear operations in quan-
tum mechanics [11]. In any case this is important to in-
vestigate what kind of classical information can be read
from quantum state at small estimation cost i. e. with
estimation of small number of parameters. This issue
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is crucial for some fundamental processes like universal
quantum compression. For example it has been shown
[18] that quantum source can be compressed efficiently if
only single parameter represented by von Neumann en-
tropy of the source is known. This immediately makes
quantum tomography not necessary - we only need to
estimate spectrum and we known (see above) that this
can be done at smaller parameter cost than that offered
by tomographic methods. In the above context we belive
that present analysis will help in better understanding
of quantum information phenomenon provided to us by
quantum mechanics.
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